Four-Sink Base

1. Precrease as shown.

2. Precrease as shown.

3. Precrease as shown.

4. Valley fold along pre-existing crease.

5. Valley and mountain fold to arrive at result.

6. Valley and mountain fold to arrive at result.

7. Valley fold to lift paper partway. Do not flatten.

8. Valley fold partway two layers. Do not flatten.

9. Valley fold as shown to bring corners together.
10. Valley fold top layers to arrive at result.

11. This is a predecessor of the Four-Sink Base. Turn over.

12. Inside reverse fold the four corners shown.

13. Turn over.

14. Valley fold left flap followed by the right.

15. Collapse top flap like a waterbomb base.

16. Valley fold top flap.

17. Collapse top flap like a waterbomb base.

18. Valley fold left flap and then right flap.
19. Collapse top flap like a waterbomb base.
20. Valley fold top flap.

The completed Four-Sink Base.

The front view of the base.